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End User Licence (Terms & Conditions of Use)  
 
Access to and use of the material held within the University of Nottingham’s Institutional 
Repository (the Repository) is based on your acceptance of the following terms and 
conditions:  
 
1. Copyright subsists (and other intellectual property rights may subsist) in the material 
held in the Repository and in any metadata attached and all authors assert their moral 
right to be acknowledged as the authors.  
 
2. Content in the Repository is made freely available solely for non-commercial private 
study or research.  
 
3. You may not further reproduce, distribute, or publish any of the material in the 
Repository (or any part thereof) held in print or electronic format, except where you 
have obtained permission from the rights owner/s or where the licence for that particular 
item specifically allows for this (ie. where the material is licensed under a Creative 
Commons or similar licence, noted on the item or in its metadata).  
 
4. Content within the Repository is provided on an "as is" basis and no warranties are 
given as to the accuracy, currency or comprehensiveness of any part of the material in 
the Repository.  
 
5. You agree not to misuse any data obtained from the Repository, or use or attempt to 
use any data therefrom to compromise or otherwise infringe the confidentiality of 
individuals, households or organisations.  
 
6. You agree to acknowledge in any publication, whether printed, electronic or 
broadcast, based wholly or in part on any material in the Repository, the relevant 
original author / creator, and publisher where applicable.  
 
7. [for Theses only] The copyright of this thesis rests with the author and/or other 
copyright holder(s) and no quotation from it or information derived from it (beyond that 
allowed by the UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988) may be published without 
the prior consent of the copyright holder.  
 
Please note that the University of Nottingham reserves the right to change or otherwise 
modify these terms and conditions at any time so as to apply to material you may access 
from the Repository in the future. It is your responsibility to ensure that, in respect of 
each item from the Repository that you access in the future, you review and comply with 
the terms and conditions of use that apply at that time. 
 
 
